Wubba POWWA !
Introduction
The Wubba POWWA prototype has accumulated more than 300 flights. Wubba
POWWA is basically a 20% enlargement of the Keilcraft Senator. By enlarging the
aircraft, it is able to carry some extra features without penalizing performance. Some
minor aerodynamic improvements have been adopted to enhance aircraft performance. A
host of mechanical refinements make the pilot’s time at the field more fun and productive.
Freewheeling vs Folding Propellers
After a rubber motor’s stored energy
has been converted to altitude-gain,
any free-wheeling propeller will
continue to rotate, creating extra
aerodynamic drag. Drag degrades the
glide performance.
To avoid these losses, Wubba Powwa
is equipped with a folding propeller.
As the rubber motor unwinds, motor
torque declines. When a low torque
value is reached, a mechanism is
triggered. The mechanism instantly
stops the propeller’s rotation and then
folds the propeller blades. In this
folded position, the propeller presents
very little aerodynamic drag. Better
glide-efficiency is the result

Each prop blade’s compound hinge angle
ensures that the propeller blades swing
backward, and lie flat against the fuselage.

Rubber Motor Slack Length
The front end of the Rubber Motor is connected to the Propeller Shaft at the front of the
fuselage. The aft end of the Rubber Motor is attached to the stationary “Peg” near the aft
end of the fuselage. Freeflight rubber motors are generally made about 50% longer than
the distance between these attachment points inside the fuselage. This results in quite a
bit of slack length. Aircraft performance benefits from that slack because when the motor
is fully wound, the slack stores about a third of the total available propulsion energy.
The complete Rubber Motor comprises about 25% of the aircraft’s total flying weight.
Once the motor unwinds, any slack must be prevented from shifting fore and aft, or its’
shifting weight will un-balance the aircraft. With a freewheeling propeller, the rubber
motor’s slack length must be shortened by the laborious process of braiding the motor’s
rubber loops. This braiding task must be repeated each time you change motors. Note that
while you’re braiding motors, you’re not having fun flying the airplane.
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A Folding Propeller “Stop”
does not require that the motor
be braided. The torque
threshold that trips the
propeller brake ensures that
each motor run will retain
about 30 or 40 turns. The
retained turns form “knots”
which take up any slack, and
thereby prevent the rubber’s
weight from shifting. Your
time savings can be spent
flying, instead of braiding.
The Wubba POWWA
construction drawing assumes
Propeller “Stop” on a test stand seen after the motor
the use of my home-built
run ... 30 or 40 extra turns take up any motor slack.
propeller Stop (seen above).
Full details are shown on a companion drawing entitled “Rubber Freeflight Propeller
Brake; Montreal Stop Type”. Alternatively, commercial folding-propeller “Stops”
suitable for sport flying become available from time to time, and these might also be
adaptable to Wubba POWWA.
Radio Controled Dethermalizers (RDT’s) vs Timer-Activated Dethermalizers
If outdoor freeflight really has any future, then that future surely includes Radio
Controlled Dethermalizers (RDT). Intense property development in southern Ontario is
causing a decline in the number of flying sites that are available to freeflighters. If you do
find a flying field, Global Warming is causing a noticeable increase in windspeed which
makes it easier for freeflight models to escape the boundaries of that field. I view RDT as
a necessary adaptation which enables freeflighters to use the few (usually smaller) fields
that do remain available.
Not everyone agrees with me. Timer D/T’s continue to be favoured by the majority of
freeflight sport flyers. It may be that they regard RDT as an intrusion into the classic
freeflight art form. In any case, the worldwide market for RDT systems currently remains
very small, and this is reflected in the high cost of built-for-purpose RDT systems. People
who haven’t tried RDT often assert that low-cost mass-marketed micro radio-control
systems could be adapted as a better alternative than made-for-purpose RDT’s. At the
time of this writing, I have been unable to find any micro R/C systems that equal the
combination of small size, light weight, proven radio range, low power consumption, and
ease of operation of a built-for-purpose RDT system.
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The Senator and Wubba
POWWA designs have
about equal flying capability.
Wubba POWWA was
designed to be a bit bigger
than the Senator, in order to
carry the slight extra weight
of an RDT system. The
Senator used the classic
slow-burning-fuse to actuate
its’ D/T.

An Ace Whitman Albatross with timing-fuse
protruding from the fuselage. When the rubber band
stretched around the fuse burns through, the stabilizer
tilts to bring the aircraft down for a landing …
Somewhere.

Wubba POWWA has better
performance than the
Senator. I attribute this
mainly to Wubba
POWWA’s RDT system.
There is logic to this claim.

If you choose a timer to
actuate your D/T, to avoid a
fly-away, your choice of
timer setting must anticipate the maximum possible wind speed and the least favourable
wind direction that may be encountered on the upcoming flight. Wind is highly variable
over short periods of time, and the wind’s behaviour now is not necessarily predictive of
wind behaviour one minute
from now. The variability of
wind speed and wind
direction makes timer
accuracy almost irrelevant.
Using an electronic-timer
rather than a fused-timer
doesn’t really help much.
Short timer-settings are
therefore advisable. But
shortened flight times fail to
take full advantage when
favourable conditions do
occur.
Conversely, if flights last too
long, the result may be a long
chase over the fence and into
rough terrain. Search parties
waste valuable time that
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Wubba POWWA’s bottomside hatchdoor opens to
show the RDT compartment. See drawing for
compartment layout details. The white transmitter’s
push-button triggers a servo to move a shot pin,
releasing the D/T mechanism. The transmitter is
carried in the black pouch, attached to one’s belt.
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would have been better spent flying. Repairs due to landings in rough country can eat up
even more time.
Conversely, an RDT equipped aircraft can be launched without regard to what the wind
decides to do. In good lift, after a long flight the aircraft can be allowed to glide to earth
if it’s still within bounds. In calm conditions on our small southern Ontario fields, flights
sometimes last as much as five minutes before reaching a field boundary. But on the next
flight, a breeze can take the same aircraft to the same field boundary in less than 90
seconds. In either case, an RDT allows the flight to continue until the aircraft chooses to
land itself within bounds, or until you choose to actuate the D/T before it crosses a field
boundary.
Additionally, if you are making repetitive trim-flights, an RDT can reduce your
accumulative retrieval time, leaving you with more time to do some serious flying.
The RDT produces more flights per flying session, and longer average flight times.
Launch, fly, fetch. Launch, fly, fetch. No more tree climbing. No stop in the action.
Rear-wound vs Front-wound Rubber Motors
The aft end of Wubba POWWA’s fuselage is hinged to swing out of the way, so that the
rubber motor can be wound from the rear end. I’ve used this arrangement on a number of
models (including my Senator) because winding from the rear offers significant
advantages over winding from
the front end.

For rear winding, the Fuselage is anchored upside
down, and the Tail section is rotated 90 degrees. Seen
here, the black Winding Rod is hooked onto the
aluminum Bobbin which captures the rubber Motor.
An orange Blast Tube (centre) has been slipped off of
the Rod, over the Bobbin, and up to the Noseblock.
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When winding rubber motors,
it is advisable to use a Blast
Tube to protect the models in
case the Rubber Motor breaks.
For models that require the
motor to be wound from the
front end of the aircraft, the
Propeller and Nose Block must
first be decoupled from the
Motor in order to slip the Blast
Tube over the Motor. The
Winder can then be connected
to the motor, and the Motor
can be wound. The Blast Tube
is then extracted, after which
the Motor is transferred to the
propeller shaft. The rubber is
usually coupled to the propeller
shaft by a Crocket Hook or
similar shackle.
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During the motor run shackles tend to wobble grossly off-centre, causing a sustained loss
of propulsion efficiency. As the airplane flies by, the revolving motor can often be heard
whacking the inside of the fuselage.
Conversely, a hinged fuselage permits the blast tube to be inserted and removed from the
fuselage’s aft end. The non-rotating rear end of the rubber is captured on a Bobbin which
is sized to fit through the Blast Tube. Once winding is complete, the Blast Tube is
extracted back onto the Winding Rod.
A Peg is then inserted
through the Bobbin. The
Bobbin and Peg are guided
into grooved saddles in the
fuselage, using the Winding
Rod as a handle. The saddle
grooves have opposing slopes
to ensure that motor torque
and tension act to seat the peg
securely. The Winding Rod is
then unhooked from the
Bobbin. Your hand never
touches the lubricated rubber.
See Blast Tube, and Winding
Rod details on the Wubba
POWWA drawing.
Since no Crocket Hook or
Shackle is required on the
forward rotating end of the
Motor, the propeller shaft can
incorporate a Closed
Reverse-S Hook to capture the
Rubber Motor. This Hook is
“closed” (i.e. it’s a closed loop)
to preclude any accidental escape
of the motor from the propeller
shaft. The Reverse-S shape of
the closed Hook automatically
keeps the rubber running
smoothly on dead centre under
all conditions. Thus, rear
winding minimizes a major
energy loss, and the aircraft can
still be protected by a blast tube
during winding.
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Looking forward into the inverted fuselage
(Rubber Motor omitted for clarity); The
black carbon fibre Peg has been inserted
through the aluminum Bobbin. The extended
shoulders of the Bobbin centre it, so the rubber
motor does not bind on the fuselage side walls.

View on back of Nose Block showing Prop
Shaft’s closed Reverse-S Hook. The four
corner-holes locate the Nose Block on jacking
screw-heads used for thrustline adjustment.
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Stuck Knots
Fully wound rubber motors form rubber “knots” from end to end. The knots at the
motor’s non-rotating aft end do not experience as much shaking as the knots at the
motor’s rotating front end, so there is a general tendency for aft-end knots to persist long
after the motor run has ended. All rubber models experience this persistence to varying
degrees. These “stuck knots” fail to pay back the energy that was put into them by the
winder, but they still represent extra weight that has to be carried aloft. The quantity of
“stuck knots” often varies from one flight to the next, thereby shifting the rubber motor’s
centre-of-gravity by unpredictable amounts. Trimming the airplane can become a matter
of guesswork.
If the rubber is kept well lubricated, the number of stuck knots can be minimized, but
seldom eliminated entirely. And if the aft end of the motor comes into contact with either
side of the fuselage, additional resistance to the release of stuck knots results. Wubba
POWWA’s self centering motor Bobbin combines with a slight widening of the fuselage
at the rubber peg location, to prevent knots from coming in contact with the fuselage.
Energy available for propulsion is thus maximized and trim problems are minimized.
Rear Winding Technique
Wubba POWWA’s hinged tail section stops in three positions. When the hinge is
restrained in flying position, the screw that provides the hinge’s down-stop doubles as a
means to adjust stabilizer trim. When in dethermalized position, the D/T release-line
limits hinge travel to 45 degrees. When winding the motor, easy access to the motor is
obtained by disconnecting the D/T release-line, which allows hinge full travel of
approximately 90 degrees.
Regardless of your motor
winding configuration, it’s good
to have line-of-sight on the
motor, and easy access to all of
the various mechanisms involved.
For rear winding, these
considerations are best satisfied,
by turning the aircraft upside
down. Most winding stooges
lack provision for cradling and
restraining an aircraft upside
down.
Stretch-winding the inverted aircraft; White plastic
marks the Anchor Spike’s location. Thus, no Spike
gets left behind for the sod-farm mower to find it.
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I prefer to anchor the nose of the
upside-down aircraft to a spike
driven into the ground. The
anchor-spike can fit nicely into
most flight-boxes. No Stooge is
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required. The aircraft is supported on the ground by its’ two wingtips, which tilt the aft
end of the fuselage upwards by about 30 degrees. Gravity assists the hinge-spring in
keeping the tail section out of the way for winding.
Ideal alignment with the winder then exists for stretch winding. The motor is visible at all
times. On completion of winding, the rubber peg is in plain sight, making it easy to
ensure that the motor has been properly secured.
All necessary flying gear can be transported in one trip, on foot, even to the farthest end
of the field. The assembled aircraft is carried in one hand, with the Flight Box and
Thermal Streamer Pole in the other hand.
Hinge Design for the Hinged Tail Section
When the propeller brake deploys, the hinge has to absorb some of the torsional impact
from the rotating propeller. Later, when the D/T is released, the hinged tail section
swings upward and then stops abruptly. Some of this stopping impact is transmitted
through the hinge. Early hinge prototypes employing plastic R/C hinges failed. A
subsequent more robust designed-for-purpose Hinge has had no failures in over 300
flights.
The D/T function is critical, if you ever want to see this aircraft again. The new tail-hinge
relies on a coil-spring to ensure full D/T travel. A more conventional method might be to
drive the hinge using a rubber band stretched from the fin leading edge to some nearby
point on the forward fuselage. I prefer the spring because rubber bands tend to deteriorate
quickly. See Spring Loaded D/T Hinge Details on Wubba POWWA drawing sheet 2 of 2
Minor Aerodynamic Refinements
All other things being equal, “Bigger Flies Better”. Scaling up the Senator’s wing and
stabilizer by 20% improves their Reynolds numbers and consequently can be expected to
produce a better lift to drag ratio. Some other minor tweaks included:
• The wing tip leading edges were given a semi-elliptical-swept planform. This was
done in the expectation that a semi-elliptical surface would reduce induced-drag,
and also that the swept wingtip would enhance roll-axis-stability.
• The centre wing panel was later increased in length by an additional 3.2 inches,
for a further gain in lifting area, and an increase in aspect ratio to reduce drag.
• The fuselage was widened slightly at the rear rubber peg to minimize rubber
“stuck knots”
• The nose-gear strut was retained in recognition that it provides the aircraft with
hard-landing protection. My model will always be hand-launched. The nose gear
was relocated and shortened to save weight.
• The wing is designed to come apart in three flat sections, and the stabilizer was
designed to be removable. These individual sections can be strapped flat between
flying sessions to prevent warps from developing. An incidental by product is that
the disassembled aircraft minimizes storage and transportation space.
Wubba POWWA !
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Flight Trimming
Wubba POWWA’s fore-and-aft
Centre of Gravity is shown on the
construction drawing. On the
prototype, this balance point was
achieved without adding any nose
ballast. Balancing the wing required a
tiny amount of ballast to one wing tip.
Instead of using rubber bands, Wubba
Powwa uses 4-40 plastic screws for
securing the wing and stabilizer to the
fuselage. This eliminates a source of
trim variability.
Due to fluctuations of temperature and
humidity, even the best-built stickand-tissue models will get out of trim
as the day progresses. The rudder, the
Giddeyup !
stabilizer, and the thrust line are all
trimmed by turning tiny 0-80 jacking
screws. Half a turn on a 0-80 screw advances that screw by only six-one-thousandths of
an inch, but it produces a noticeable change in aircraft behaviour. The jacking screws’
ability to achieve and retain tiny trim-changes is apparent on every one of my aircraft
thus-equipped. The jacking-screw trim-method allows quick and precise trim adjustments
following each flight. Throw away your shims.
During initial test flights, a stable right-hand glide-circle was established by progressive
adjustment of rudder and stabilizer trim screws, adding power only a little bit at a time.
Once 100 motor turns was reached, the focus shifted to establishing a stable climbingright-hand-turn under power, dialed in by progressive thrustline adjustment. The four
noseblock jacking screws are adjusted in pairs to trim side-thrust or down thrust. A bit
more power can be added each time, while verifying that the glide circle remains intact.
If the glide circle is subsequently readjusted, that adjustment will also affect the poweredclimb circle, so reduce the number of motor turns before the next trim flight.
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Yes, But Does it Fly?
Apparently.
To-date, the prototype has been flown 331 times.
During that time, pilot error has caused the only
bad crash. There have been just four slightlyoff-field landings, and each of those happened
because the same pilot waited too long to push
the RDT button. Luckily there was no damage.
The design does not conform to any existing
contest class, but I was able to enter it in the
open-class Mulvihill at 2014’s Great Grape,
held at the airfield in Geneseo, New York.
We arrived in Geneseo late, halfway through the
3rd day of that 3 day contest. Nevertheless,
Wubba POWWA earned the Jim Anderson
Memorial Trophy for the achieving the highest
3-day aggregate flight time (48 minutes 46
seconds) for all rubber classes combined. It also
placed first in Mulvihill. Launch, fly, fetch.
Launch, fly, fetch. No tree climbing. No early
aborts. No stop in the action. Calm conditions
and thermals were ideal. It was a wonderful day.

Why do I look so happy?

I hope this article has provided food for thought. I like this sport flying model because it
combines the charm of stick and tissue construction with ease of operation. It has some
interesting design features and it flies well.
My construction drawings for Wubba POWWA and for a home-built Montreal-Stop
propeller brake are available in .pdf format at no cost to individual builders. Links to
the .pdf’s can be found on the website of the Southern Ontario Glider Group Inc.
(www.soggi.ca). I’d be pleased to hear from any interested builders.

Bob Hammett, Brantford, Ontario…December 2016
the_hammetts@rogers.com

P.S. Thank you Lyle Jeakins for the photos on page 6 and 8.
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